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Global warming has dangerous consequencesGlobal warming has dangerous consequences
(Anticipated impacts as temperatures increase)(Anticipated impacts as temperatures increase)

►►0.6 C0.6 C Wholesale Coral bleachingWholesale Coral bleaching
►►0.6  C0.6  C West Antarctic losing iceWest Antarctic losing ice
►►1.0  C   1.0  C   Rapid retreat of tropical glaciers in Rapid retreat of tropical glaciers in 

the Andes the Andes 
►►1.6  C1.6  C Onset of melting of GreenlandOnset of melting of Greenland
►►22--3  C3  C Onset of changes in the Onset of changes in the 

Amazon rainforest ecosystem Amazon rainforest ecosystem 
►►44 CC Possible collapse of Gulf currentPossible collapse of Gulf current

Source: Exeter Conference Final Report, Cambridge Press, 2005Source: Exeter Conference Final Report, Cambridge Press, 2005



Regional impactsRegional impacts
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Photos of the Photos of the QoriQori KalisKalis

Since 1970, glaciers in the Andes (Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,
Bolivia, Chile, Argentina) have lost 20% of volume

with serious immediate implications for water
and power supply in the region

(Source: Thompson, 2005)

BPRC1
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BPRC1 Photos of the Qori Kalis outlet glacier taken in 1978, 1991, 1998, 2000 and 2002 show the retreat of the ice margin and the 
development of a lake.  A map showing the position of the glacier terminus indicates that in the period between 1963 and 1978, the 
glacier was retreating on average 4.7 meters per year.  Between 2000 and 2002, the average retreat had increased to over 200 meters
per year or 40 times faster, and the retreat continues.
Byrd Polar, 3/24/2005



Source: Bradley, Vuille and Vergara, 2006

Temperature in the Andes is increasing faster than at sea level,
affecting mountain habitats and promoting increased exposure to tropical
diseases (In 2004, the Malaria vector was reported at 2000 m in Colombia)



Malaria incidence in Colombia has Malaria incidence in Colombia has 
doubled since 1970 and shows doubled since 1970 and shows 

linkage to climate changes linkage to climate changes 
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20 million people, live in areas where mean temperatures range b20 million people, live in areas where mean temperatures range between 15etween 15--2626°°C,. C,. 
Within this area, an increase in mean temperatures of 2Within this area, an increase in mean temperatures of 2°°C, is likely to result in a C, is likely to result in a 
Significant  increase in the exposure to Malaria and Dengue.Significant  increase in the exposure to Malaria and Dengue.

Grey bars are the El Niño years. (INS, 2005)



Temperature increase of 4 C, is Temperature increase of 4 C, is 
anticipated to lead to collapse of Amazon anticipated to lead to collapse of Amazon 

Rainforest EcosystemRainforest Ecosystem



Since the 1980s, corals in the Caribbean have Since the 1980s, corals in the Caribbean have 
experienced unprecedented mortality with experienced unprecedented mortality with 
anticipated lasting impacts on fisheries and anticipated lasting impacts on fisheries and 

tourism  (2005 event) tourism  (2005 event) 
DHW: DHW: 
Heating Heating 
index, index, 
above light above light 
green: mass green: mass 
mortalitymortality

≥ 4 DHWs → coral bleaching is expected
≥ 8 DHWs → mass bleaching and mortality are expected

(Source: A. Strong, 2006)
*(Degree Heating Weeks)*(Degree Heating Weeks)



The Gulf Coast of Mexico is very vulnerable to The Gulf Coast of Mexico is very vulnerable to 
sea level rise.sea level rise.

((Coastal areas subject to flooding with 0.25 m increase in sea leCoastal areas subject to flooding with 0.25 m increase in sea level)vel)

(Source: Ortiz Pérez y Méndez Linares. 1999)



Hurricane intensity has steadily increased since the Hurricane intensity has steadily increased since the 
1970s in tandem with sea surface temperature1970s in tandem with sea surface temperature

(landfalls in the Caribbean basin have increased)(landfalls in the Caribbean basin have increased)

(Source: Webster et. al. 2005)(Source: Webster et. al. 2005)



The costs of hurricanes in Central The costs of hurricanes in Central 
AmericaAmerica

Hurricanes/date Affected 
Countries 

Reported Damage Damage 
Normalized to 
1998 USD 

Mitch/October 1998 Honduras 
Nicaragua 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 

5-7 billion USD 5-7 billion USD 

Joan/October 1988 Nicaragua 
Costa Rica 
Colombia 
Venezuela 
Panama 

2 billion USD 
(1 billion 
Nicaragua alone) 

3.3 billion 
(1.5 billion 
Nicaragua) 

Francelia/September 
1969 

Guatemala 4.7 million USD 71 million 

 
Source: Pierke et. al. 2005



Economic impacts from climate Economic impacts from climate 
change in change in CaricomCaricom CountriesCountries

►► Incremental costs by 2050(US$1999 million/year)Incremental costs by 2050(US$1999 million/year)
LowLow HighHigh

Hurricane damageHurricane damage 160160 610610
TourismTourism 270270 1,3001,300
InfrastructureInfrastructure 990990 6,6006,600
AgricultureAgriculture ** **
FisheriesFisheries * * **
Public healthPublic health (32)(32) (122)(122)
EcosystemsEcosystems 3232 110110
TOTALTOTAL 1.5 b1.5 b 8.7b8.7b
% of GDP% of GDP 5.65.6 3434

(Source: WB unpublished data)(Source: WB unpublished data)

CLIMATE TAX



Economic impacts from climate change Economic impacts from climate change 
in LAC by 2050in LAC by 2050

►► Combined impacts of sea level rise, and loss of fisheries Combined impacts of sea level rise, and loss of fisheries 
and tourism calculated to equal 5and tourism calculated to equal 5--30% of GDP in the 30% of GDP in the 
CaribbeanCaribbean

►► Water supply to cities will be affected (Quito may see Water supply to cities will be affected (Quito may see 
water supply costs increase by 30 %, La Paz, Lima, Bogota water supply costs increase by 30 %, La Paz, Lima, Bogota 
also to be affected by diminished supplies caused by also to be affected by diminished supplies caused by 
climate change)climate change)

►► Power generation will be more expensive as it shifts from Power generation will be more expensive as it shifts from 
hydro to thermalhydro to thermal

►► Health costs will be affected by increased exposure to Health costs will be affected by increased exposure to 
tropical diseasetropical disease

►► The cost of hurricane impacts have increased by two The cost of hurricane impacts have increased by two 
orders of magnitude in the Caribbean basin in last 20 years orders of magnitude in the Caribbean basin in last 20 years 
and hurricanes are expected to continue increasing in and hurricanes are expected to continue increasing in 
intensity intensity 

►► Loss of biodiversity and ecosystem integrity: priceless!Loss of biodiversity and ecosystem integrity: priceless!



Carbon footprintCarbon footprint



Global GHG emissionsGlobal GHG emissions
CountryCountry TotalTotal Ton/GDPTon/GDP Ton/capTon/cap

(BTA)(BTA) ton/$ton/$MppMpp
►► USAUSA 6.96.9 720720 24.624.6
►► EUEU--2525 4.74.7 450450 10.510.5
►► GermanyGermany 1.01.0 470470 12.312.3
►► JapanJapan 1.31.3 400400 10.410.4
►► ChinaChina 4.94.9 10201020 3.93.9
►► IndiaIndia 1.91.9 770770 1.91.9
►► MexicoMexico 0.50.5 590590 5.25.2
►► BrazilBrazil 0.80.8 680680 5.05.0
►► ArgentinaArgentina 0.30.3 660660 8.18.1
►► TotalTotal 33.6 33.6 

►► Source: WRI, 2006Source: WRI, 2006



Carbon Footprint of LAC (BTA)Carbon Footprint of LAC (BTA)

►► Total emissions of CO2 about 1.9 BTA Total emissions of CO2 about 1.9 BTA 
►► SectorSector VolumeVolume

TransportTransport 0.380.38
Power & heatPower & heat 0.300.30
IndustryIndustry 0.250.25
All othersAll others 0.370.37
TotalTotal 1.301.30

►► Other gasesOther gases 0.60.6
►► DeforestationDeforestation ~2.0 BTA~2.0 BTA

532 million inhabitants,  8.5% of population, 6% of emissions, 532 million inhabitants,  8.5% of population, 6% of emissions, 

Source: IEA, 2005, WRI, 2006



StrategyStrategy



Strategy on climate change in Latin AmericaStrategy on climate change in Latin America

1.1. Institutional strengthening and linking science to Institutional strengthening and linking science to 
developmentdevelopment
►► Empower countries in region to play an active and influential Empower countries in region to play an active and influential 

role in the international climate agenda. role in the international climate agenda. 

2.2. MitigationMitigation
►► ScaleScale--up and mainstream in lending operations and analytical up and mainstream in lending operations and analytical 

workwork
►► Channel resources to promote reforestation and reduce Channel resources to promote reforestation and reduce 

deforestationdeforestation

3.3. Adaptation: a clear first priority for Latin AmericaAdaptation: a clear first priority for Latin America
►► Implement activities in key sectors that can illustrate the costImplement activities in key sectors that can illustrate the costs s 

and benefits of adaptation as a springboard to unavoidable largeand benefits of adaptation as a springboard to unavoidable large
scale adaptation efforts.scale adaptation efforts.



Institutional Strengthening and Institutional Strengthening and 
Access to informationAccess to information

►► Provide countries access to cutting edge science to Provide countries access to cutting edge science to 
empower the country counterparts to be more empower the country counterparts to be more 
influential in the international discussioninfluential in the international discussion

Region has already agreements with leading scientific Region has already agreements with leading scientific 
institutions worldwide; example: Earth Simulator institutions worldwide; example: Earth Simulator 

►► Support institutions and efforts to mainstream Support institutions and efforts to mainstream 
climate concernsclimate concerns

CCCCC and offices in Colombia, Mexico, Bolivia and CCCCC and offices in Colombia, Mexico, Bolivia and 
ArgentinaArgentina

►► Assess costs and impacts of climate changeAssess costs and impacts of climate change
►► Carbon Finance Assist to help with carbon market Carbon Finance Assist to help with carbon market 

capacity buildingcapacity building



Earth SimulatorEarth Simulator

►► Scope of the Cooperation. Scope of the Cooperation. 
training in Japan to enabletraining in Japan to enable

efficient use of ES dataefficient use of ES data
technical assistance technical assistance 

to interpret resultsto interpret results
scientific exchangescientific exchange
cooperation for disseminationcooperation for dissemination

of results in scientific literatureof results in scientific literature
data storagedata storage
feedback to ES for better feedback to ES for better 

future simulation at regionalfuture simulation at regional
levellevel

►► ArchitectureArchitecture
40 Teraflops!!!!!!!!!40 Teraflops!!!!!!!!!
20 x 20 km grid resolution20 x 20 km grid resolution
Future 5 x 5 km grid resolutionFuture 5 x 5 km grid resolution



Earth simulator results in LACEarth simulator results in LAC
Examples: Much warmer temperatures over the Andes, 

significantly reduced winter rainfall over Mexico projected for projected for 
the end of the centurythe end of the century

Winter PrecipitationWinter Precipitation

Partnership MRIPartnership MRI--World BankWorld Bank--IDEAM, CCCCC, CONAM, INEIDEAM, CCCCC, CONAM, INE



Monitoring of glaciers and associated Monitoring of glaciers and associated 
moorlands and coastal wetlands moorlands and coastal wetlands 

(US$0.7 MM, CCIG)(US$0.7 MM, CCIG)

►► Design, install and operate 12 filed Design, install and operate 12 filed 
stations in stations in glaciarizedglaciarized basins and basins and 
wetlands of immediate economic wetlands of immediate economic 
relevancerelevance

►► Remote sensing (ALOS)Remote sensing (ALOS)
Radiometer with 2.5m spatial Radiometer with 2.5m spatial 
resolutionresolution

►► Support the operation of the Support the operation of the 
network for three yearsnetwork for three years ALOS started observations

On October 24, 2006



MitigationMitigation
•• Bank is the leader in Bank is the leader in 

carbon financecarbon finance

•• manages US$ 1.93 billion in manages US$ 1.93 billion in 
9 carbon Funds involving 13 9 carbon Funds involving 13 
governments, 62 companiesgovernments, 62 companies

•• LCR has the largest LCR has the largest 
number of carbon finance number of carbon finance 
operations in the Bankoperations in the Bank

•• 59 projects59 projects

•• 10% emission reduction 10% emission reduction 
have a US$1.4 billion/year have a US$1.4 billion/year 
market valuemarket value

Number of projects
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Region is also the leader in Adaptation efforts Region is also the leader in Adaptation efforts 
in the Bankin the Bank

►► Largest portfolio in the Bank (90% of projects, 95% of Largest portfolio in the Bank (90% of projects, 95% of 
resources), focused on key immediate impacts but funding resources), focused on key immediate impacts but funding 
is very limited.is very limited.

Colombia: Integrated National Adaptation Project (health and Colombia: Integrated National Adaptation Project (health and 
changes in mountain habitats)changes in mountain habitats)
Regional Andes: Reduction of vulnerability to rapid glacier retrRegional Andes: Reduction of vulnerability to rapid glacier retreateat
West Indies: Adaptation to impacts in coastal zonesWest Indies: Adaptation to impacts in coastal zones
CARICOM: Mainstreaming adaptation to climate changeCARICOM: Mainstreaming adaptation to climate change
Central America: Measures to adapt to intensification of hurricaCentral America: Measures to adapt to intensification of hurricanes nes 
Guyana: Adaptation to sea level riseGuyana: Adaptation to sea level rise
Mexico: Adaptation to climate impacts in Gulf of Mexico CoastMexico: Adaptation to climate impacts in Gulf of Mexico Coast



• Building Awareness.
• Building monitoring and analysis 

capability 
• Building planning capacity in 

institutions

• Developing national  policy 
framework for adaptation.
• Mainstreaming climate change issues 
into key sector activities. 
• Preparation of pilot adaptation 
projects.
• Further strengthening of awareness 
andparticipation.
• Further strengthening of knowledge 
base

Building awareness
and strengthening 

knowledge base

Creating an enabling
environment for 

adaptationCPACCCPACC

MACCMACC

• Policy framework for 
adaptation in place
• Projects being implemented.
• Awareness and participation 
high.
• Monitoring, analysis and 
planning integrated 
throughout all national and 
sectoral planning.

Implementation

Public
Awareness

and Participation

PolicyInstitutions

Knowledge
Base

Implementation

Public
Awareness

and Participation

PolicyInstitutions

Knowledge
Base

Implementation

Public
Awareness

and Participation

PolicyInstitutions

Knowledge
Base

AdaptationAdaptation



Adaptation measures in coastal zones of the Adaptation measures in coastal zones of the 
West Indies (SPAWest Indies (SPA--US$7 m)US$7 m)

►► Measures addressing impacts of climate change on Measures addressing impacts of climate change on 
onon coastal and nearcoastal and near--coastal areascoastal areas. . 

Water Water waterwater desalinization using wind energy for  the desalinization using wind energy for  the 
Islands of Islands of BequiaBequia and Union (St. Vincent & the and Union (St. Vincent & the 
Grenadines)Grenadines)

Strengthened critical coastal infrastructure in the Strengthened critical coastal infrastructure in the 
Castries area (St. Lucia). Castries area (St. Lucia). 

Approved: Sept 6, 2006 Approved: Sept 6, 2006 



Combining adaptation and Combining adaptation and 
mitigationmitigation

►► NarivaNariva ecosystem restoration in ecosystem restoration in 
Trinidad (CF: E$2m; CCIG: $0.5 m). Trinidad (CF: E$2m; CCIG: $0.5 m). 

Restore natural drainageRestore natural drainage
Restore soil coverRestore soil cover
Prevent firesPrevent fires

►► A restored coastal ecosystem:A restored coastal ecosystem:

Will:Will:
►► promote carbon sinks promote carbon sinks 
►► protect biodiversity protect biodiversity 
►► provide buffer to storm surges provide buffer to storm surges 



Mexico: Gulf Coast WetlandsMexico: Gulf Coast Wetlands––
US$28mUS$28m--SCCF  SCCF  

►► Assess climate impact on national water budget Assess climate impact on national water budget 
assessmentassessment

►► Address impacts from subsidence and Address impacts from subsidence and salinationsalination on the on the 

Gulf Coast of MexicoGulf Coast of Mexico::
Restoration of natural surface drainageRestoration of natural surface drainage
Rationalization of water useRationalization of water use
Regeneration of soil coverRegeneration of soil cover
New set asidesNew set asides

►► Scheduled for GEF approvalScheduled for GEF approval
July 07July 07

Figure 2.  Vulnerability of Coastal Wetlands to Sea Level Rise 

 



Measures to adapt to intensification of Measures to adapt to intensification of 
hurricanes in coastal Central America: hurricanes in coastal Central America: 

US$24 m, SCCF (CCAD)US$24 m, SCCF (CCAD)
►► a) coastal ecosystem restoration; a) coastal ecosystem restoration; 

b) hillside reforestation and soil b) hillside reforestation and soil 
stabilization; stabilization; 
c) zoning; and c) zoning; and 
d) strengthening d) strengthening 
of critical coastal infrastructureof critical coastal infrastructure
Area: Belize to Costa RicaArea: Belize to Costa Rica



Next stepsNext steps



Suggested next steps for deforestationSuggested next steps for deforestation

►►Support design of new avoided deforestation Support design of new avoided deforestation 
instrument (with external stakeholders)instrument (with external stakeholders)

Pilot activities: Brazil (Amazonas) and MexicoPilot activities: Brazil (Amazonas) and Mexico

►►Strengthen debt swaps for forest protectionStrengthen debt swaps for forest protection
►►Mainstream deforestation into development Mainstream deforestation into development 

loans (structural operations)loans (structural operations)
►►Support expansion of scope and size for Support expansion of scope and size for 

BioCarbon Fund, focused in Latin America BioCarbon Fund, focused in Latin America 



Suggested next steps for  Suggested next steps for  
AdaptationAdaptation

►► Mainstream climate into national and regional policies Mainstream climate into national and regional policies 
and development activities (ministries of finance and and development activities (ministries of finance and 
planning)planning)

►► Link ecosystem restoration and climate change Link ecosystem restoration and climate change 
adaptationadaptation

►► Exploit synergies between mitigation and adaptation Exploit synergies between mitigation and adaptation 
►► Develop new instruments: Develop new instruments: 

Structural operations to position economy to face Structural operations to position economy to face 
climate changeclimate change

►► Apply common approach and link disaster Apply common approach and link disaster 
management and adaptationmanagement and adaptation



Climate change central to the BankClimate change central to the Bank’’s s 
mission in the regionmission in the region

Bank to assist in coordinated regional position Bank to assist in coordinated regional position 
on second commitment period (Poston second commitment period (Post--Kyoto)Kyoto)
Bank to trigger joint positioning by regional Bank to trigger joint positioning by regional 
Banks and donors in the region with an Banks and donors in the region with an 
aggressive stand on climate concernsaggressive stand on climate concerns
Bank to act as conveyor belt of knowledge and Bank to act as conveyor belt of knowledge and 
informationinformation



Regional emphasisRegional emphasis

►► AdaptationAdaptation
Caribbean and Central America:  Focus on adaptation and Caribbean and Central America:  Focus on adaptation and 
disaster managementdisaster management
Andes: Focus on water, energy, health, exploit renewable Andes: Focus on water, energy, health, exploit renewable 
energyenergy
Argentina, Brazil: Impacts on agricultureArgentina, Brazil: Impacts on agriculture

►► MitigationMitigation
Brazil and Mexico: Focus on avoided deforestation and Brazil and Mexico: Focus on avoided deforestation and 
mitigation opportunities (energy efficiency, energy mitigation opportunities (energy efficiency, energy 
framework, renewable, industrial, SWM)framework, renewable, industrial, SWM)

►► GG--34 agenda 34 agenda –– balance of adaptation and mitigation balance of adaptation and mitigation 
with focus on local development prioritieswith focus on local development priorities


